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INTRODUCTION

Isothermal nucleic acid amplification is becoming
increasingly important for molecular diagnostics.
Therefore, new computational tools are needed
to facilitate assay design. In the isothermal
EXPonential Amplification Reaction (EXPAR),
template sequences with similar thermodynamic
characteristics perform very differently. To understand what causes this variability, we characterized
the performance of 384 template sequences, and
used this data to develop two computational
methods to predict EXPAR template performance
based on sequence: a position weight matrix
approach with support vector machine classifier,
and RELIEF attribute evaluation with Naı̈ve Bayes
classification. The methods identified well and
poorly performing EXPAR templates with 67–70%
sensitivity and 77–80% specificity. We combined
these methods into a computational tool that can
accelerate new assay design by ruling out likely
poor performers. Furthermore, our data suggest
that variability in template performance is linked to
specific sequence motifs. Cytidine, a pyrimidine
base, is over-represented in certain positions of
well-performing templates. Guanosine and adenosine, both purine bases, are over-represented in
similar regions of poorly performing templates, frequently as GA or AG dimers. Since polymerases
have a higher affinity for purine oligonucleotides,
polymerase binding to GA-rich regions of a
single-stranded DNA template may promote
non-specific amplification in EXPAR and other
nucleic acid amplification reactions.

The number of reported isothermal nucleic-acid amplification methods is rapidly growing (1–14). Isothermal
nucleic-acid amplification permits less complex and less expensive instrumentation resulting in a significant advantage
for low cost point-of-care diagnostic applications (14).
Unfortunately, assay design for isothermal DNA amplification is, in most cases, more complex than for the
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), and new computational design tools are needed to facilitate assay development. Existing computational design tools for PCR (15,16)
and isothermal methods (6,17) focus mainly on the thermodynamics of nucleic-acid hybridization, calculated through
nearest neighbor interaction energies (18,19). Other considerations include the length of the primer (20); GC content
(21,22); the propensity of the primer to form internal secondary structure (23); and the propensity of a pair of
primers to form primer dimers, especially with overlapping
30 ends (24).
Assay performance may be predicted more accurately
by also considering interactions between the polymerase
and its template. DNA polymerases interact with the
DNA-phosphate backbone through electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonding (25–27), and with the
nucleoside bases of the DNA template through hydrophobic interactions (25). Studies have shown an increase
in the affinity between DNA polymerase and
homo-oligonucleotides in the order d(pC)n < d(pT)n <
d(pG)n & d(pA)n, which may be a reflection of the
relative hydrophobicity of the nucleotides C < T <
G & A (28). The rate at which DNA polymerases incorporate nucleotides into the elongating strand also depends
on the sequence of the DNA template (29). These observations support the view that polymerases interact
with DNA in a sequence-dependent manner. Capturing
protein–DNA interactions requires computational
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Figure 1. Overview of the EXPAR: (A) Trigger X transiently binds to
the complementary recognition sequence at the 30 -end of the amplification template; (B) the trigger sequence is extended by the DNA polymerase, forming the double-stranded nicking enzyme recognition site
50 -GAGTCNNNN-30 on the top strand; (C) the top strand is cleaved
through the nicking endonuclease Nt.BstNBI; (D) at the temperature of
the reaction (55! C), the newly formed trigger is released from the
amplification template. The trigger-producing form of the amplification
template re-enters the linear amplification cycle, and new trigger
oligonucleotides are generated through duplex extension, nicking, and
release; (E) the newly formed trigger oligonucleotides activate additional template sequences, giving rise to exponential amplification of
the trigger X.

reaction conditions consistent with ab initio, untemplated
and unprimed DNA synthesis (47). However, EXPAR
also exhibits early phase non-specific background amplification, which is observed only in the presence of an
EXPAR template and which generates the trigger
sequence specific for the template present in the reaction
(47). Although contamination with other oligonucleotides
or primer-dimer formation may play some role in this
process and cannot be ruled out with absolute certainty,
control experiments indicate that these are not the main
causes of the observed phenomenon (47). This early-phase
non-specific background amplification may involve a
novel and unconventional polymerase activity, which
becomes noticeable in EXPAR due to the positive
feedback loop present in the reaction. Elucidating which
types of sequences or sequence motifs are over-represented
in templates particularly prone to early-phase non-specific
background amplification may provide clues about the
underlying reaction mechanism.
We report the experimental characterization of over
300 different EXPAR templates that were generated in
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methods that go beyond standard thermodynamic characterization of DNA–DNA interactions. Here, we use two
complementary methods to quantify the sequence
dependence of the polymerase–DNA template interaction:
a position weight matrix (PWM) approach and a Naı̈ve
Bayes machine learning technique. The PWM approach
is one of the leading methods used to identify DNA
sequences recognized by certain proteins, such as transcription factor binding sites (30,31), splice sites, and translational start sites (32). The standard PWM approach relies
on the assumption that each position in the DNA sequence
contributes independently to protein binding (33), which
may lead to erroneous classification of sequences with
correlations between nucleotides within the binding
region. However, recent improvements to the PWM
approach mitigate this concern (34). As an alternate
approach, machine-learning algorithms such as the Naı̈ve
Bayes method classify data based on conditional probability. Naı̈ve Bayes machine learning is widely used in text (35)
and graph classification (36). In contrast to the standard
PWM approach, this method can take into account
DNA motifs consisting of multiple bases.
The studies described in this report use the Exponential
Amplification Reaction (EXPAR, Figure 1), an isothermal
amplification method, which efficiently amplifies short
oligonucleotides at 55! C (11,12,37). The short trigger oligonucleotides that initiate EXPAR, called trigger X, can be
enzymatically generated from specific sites within the
targeted genomic DNA (12), and therefore represent the
analyte. Exponential amplification of trigger X is facilitated
by an EXPAR amplification template oligonucleotide
provided in excess in the reaction. The EXPAR template
contains two copies of the trigger reverse complement X0 ,
separated by the reverse complement of a nicking enzyme
recognition site plus a required post-cut site spacer. Trigger
X primes the template and is extended by a polymerase,
which generates a double-stranded 50 -GAGTC-30 on the
top strand that is recognized by the nicking enzyme
Nt.BstNBI. The nicking enzyme nicks the top strand four
bases to the 30 end of its recognition sequence. This creates
another copy of the oligonucleotide trigger X that melts off
or is displaced from the amplification template. The polymerase elongates the recessed 30 -hydroxyl, created by the
departing trigger, and the process repeats. Newly formed
triggers then prime other amplification templates, creating
true chain (exponential) reactions. During EXPAR, templates with similar thermodynamic characteristics often
exhibit very different trigger amplification rates. This
suggests that efficient EXPAR amplification depends in
part on the template sequence.
Most nucleic-acid amplification reactions exhibit
non-specific amplification in the absence of the targeted
sequence, which limits the attainable assay sensitivity.
Non-specific amplification is often due to mis-priming
(38) or primer–dimer formation (39). Furthermore,
thermophilic polymerases can carry out ab initio DNA
synthesis in the absence of templating or priming
DNA strands (40–44). This ab initio DNA synthesis is
accelerated in the presence of restriction endonucleases
(45) or nicking endonucleases (46,47). We have observed
a late-stage amplification phenomenon under the EXPAR
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
EXPAR template design—thermodynamic criteria
Out of the 384 template sequences used in this study
(Supplementary Table S1), sequences #1–64 had previously been characterized in our laboratory, whereas
sequences #65–384 were newly designed. Design of
sequences #2–11 was based on sequence #1 (Figure 2)
described in an earlier publication (11) with a single
nucleotide base change each in the trigger complement
positions 1–10. For all remaining 373 sequences, we
randomly assigned A, T, C, or G with equal probability
to each of the 14 variable positions that make up the
trigger complement and nicking enzyme post-cut site
(Figure 2; positions 1–14, with 1–10 replicated at 21–30).
An additional ‘T’ was added to each template at the 30 end
of the nicking enzyme recognition site (position 20),
because we earlier hypothesized that the polymerase may
append an A to newly generated triggers through
non-templated adenylation. Although we found this not
to be the case under the current EXPAR conditions, based
on mass spectrometric analysis of the generated trigger, we
kept the extra T in the template sequences for consistency.
Template sequences newly designed for this study were
selected to have a calculated template/trigger duplex
melting temperature (TM) between 35 and 55! C; a
calculated TM for template/template self-hybridization
less than 25! C; and fewer than 10 predicted secondary
A
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Figure 2. Example template sequence #1 (11) consisting of (A) the
trigger reverse complement X0 , which is replicated at positions 1–10
and 21–30, (B) the nicking enzyme post-cut site, (C) the reverse complement of the nicking enzyme recognition site, (D) an additional T at
the end of the trigger-binding site.

structure bonds for the template–template interaction. In
EXPAR, the trigger-template melting temperature is at or
below the reaction temperature (11). Therefore, the
incoming trigger binds transiently to the template, but
the interaction becomes stabilized upon polymerase extension. The newly formed trigger, however, readily
dissociates from the template, which facilitates rapid
amplification. In previous studies (data not shown), we
found that if the trigger-template melting temperature is
lower than 35! C, trigger-template binding is too weak to
initiate the reaction. If the trigger-template TM is much
higher than 55! C, newly formed triggers will not readily
dissociate from the template, which impedes the linear
amplification cycle. In addition, templates with extensive
secondary structure tend to amplify slowly or not at all.
These design rules based on thermodynamic parameters
and secondary structure analysis provide some level of
consistency between the different templates. We calculated
the TM values for template/trigger and template/template
hybridization and determined the number of bonds
involved in template–template self-hybridization via the
Zuker–Turner algorithm, through the UNAFold application (48), (see Supplementary Methods section of
Supplementary Data). Out of the 64 previously characterized sequences, nine did not fit our thermodynamic
acceptance criteria. Two sequences had a trigger
template TM around 29! C, i.e. lower than the 35! C
cutoff. Both sequences did not amplify, which supports
the validity of our selected trigger template TM cutoff
value. Seven sequences did not satisfy the template
self-hybridization criteria, and had a template–template
TM higher than 25! C. All sequences with template–
template TM larger than 45! C did not amplify, and the
remaining sequences had poor or intermediate performance. This observation again supports the validity of our
chosen selection criteria. Out of the nine sequences that
did not fit our thermodynamic acceptance criteria, only
four sequences with a template–template TM between 26
and 39! C remained in our data set after data analysis
using further exclusion criteria.
EXPAR performance screening
All EXPAR template sequences used in this study were
ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.
(Coralville, IA) in standard uncapped desalted form for
cost reasons. Although EXPAR reactions using 30 -amine
capped and HPLC purified amplification templates
perform more consistently, we previously demonstrated
that acceleration of non-specific background amplification
using uncapped versus capped templates was small and
not statistically significant (47), therefore use of
uncapped templates is not expected to skew the results
of this study. Corresponding trigger sequences were
obtained from Eurofins MWG Operon (Huntsville, AL).
EXPAR was performed in a 30 ml reaction mixture containing 0.2 units/ml Nt.BstNBI nicking enzyme (New
England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA), 0.03 U/ml Bst DNA
Polymerase (NEB), 0.24 mM of each dNTP (Fermentas,
Glen Burnie, MD), 3 mM MgCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO), 1" Sybr Green I (Invitrogen), 20 mM
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accordance with a set of design rules based on thermodynamic parameters and secondary structure analysis.
Within these EXPAR template sequences, we observed
considerable variation in the efficiency of specific amplification in the presence of trigger X, and in the propensity
for early phase non-specific background amplification in
the absence of trigger X. We have applied a PWM
approach and a Naı̈ve Bayes machine learning algorithm
to identify sequence motifs that influence template
dependent specific versus non-specific amplification, and
to enable EXPAR template classification based on
sequence. We have combined these different approaches
into a computational tool called EXPAR Template
Sequence Analysis tool (ETSeq), for EXPAR template
selection based on thermodynamic and sequence dependence criteria, and have tested the performance of this
tool on de novo designed sequences. ETSeq facilitates
EXPAR assay design by increasing the likelihood that a
chosen template sequence will perform well in the assay.
Furthermore, the results may provide a better fundamental understanding of the underlying reaction mechanism
for the observed non-specific amplification phenomenon.
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Data analysis and classification
To analyze the EXPAR real-time fluorescence amplification curves, we developed a MATLAB program called
EXPAR Data Analysis Tool (EDAT), which performs a
nonlinear least-squares curve fit of the real-time fluorescence data to a sigmoidal curve (see Supplementary
Methods section of Supplementary Data). The sigmoidal
fit enables mathematical parameterization of the data,
which is required for machine learning-based classification. For each curve, EDAT determines and records the
time required for the fitted data to reach 10 and 90% of
the maximum plateau. These time points were designated
as P10 and P90 for positive, trigger containing reactions,
and N10 and N90 for negative no trigger controls. The
time difference between positive, specific amplification and
negative, non-specific amplification, was calculated as
Diff = N10–P90. The program also records the quality
of data fitting as the normalized residual, and we
checked each curve fit manually to ensure that the experimental data was suitably fitted by the program. Curves
with no amplification, very late amplification, and with
non-sigmoidal amplification behavior (Supplementary
Figure S1) were considered to be ‘unfitable’, and were
excluded from further analysis. Curves that amplified
in a sigmoidal fashion to nearly the final plateau, and
curves wherein the final plateu either drifted up or
down in intensity were partially fitted as described under
Supplementary Data. For these curves, we only considered the 10% intensity to be reliably determined.
From the data set of evaluated curves, we removed
outliers, defined as individual values within a set of P90
or N10 replicates for a given template sequence more than
1.5 times the interquartile range below the first quartile or
above the third quartile of the replicate set. Only template
sequences with at least three measurable P90 and N10
values were used for further analysis. For these template

sequences, we calculated the mean and standard deviation
for P90, N10, and Diff over all plates. The standard deviation for Diff was calculated from the variances of P90
and N10, based on standard error propagation. We
further excluded any templates whose Diff or P90
standard deviation was larger than 30% of the mean.
Following these exclusion criteria, we obtained data of
suitable quality for 307 template sequences. Out of the
77 omitted template sequences, 49 were omitted because
of late amplification, no amplification or non-sigmoidal
behavior. These templates could have been assigned to
the ‘poorly performing’ class, but as we could not derive
reliable P90 and Diff values, we could not use these templates in our analysis. Another 17 templates were omitted
because the final plateau drifted either up or down for a
significant number of the replicates. Although we partially
fitted this data by cutting off the sloping section of the
plateau, we did not consider the data reliable for
determining P90. We repeated the analysis with this data
included, but observed no significant differences in the
results. Only 11 template sequences were omitted purely
due to a large standard deviation, which in most cases was
caused by significant plate-to-plate differences. Such experimental variations can occur, especially for a large
screening study such as this.
The 307 sequences used for further analysis were
divided into three types: 102 Class I templates (well performing), 102 Class II templates (poorly performing) and
103 Class III templates (with intermediate performance).
Class I templates were defined as having a Diff value
larger than one minute and a Diff > 0.85 (P90) – 15 min.
Class II templates had a Diff value smaller than negative
1.3 min and a Diff < 0.85 (P90) – 15 min. The remaining
templates were classified as Class III.

·

·

PWM
Using a 10-fold cross-validation approach, the combined
set of 204 Class I and II templates, called here the total
data set, was randomly divided into 10 parts, of which one
part (20 or 21 sequences) was left out as a test set.
The remaining 183 or 184 sequences were used as the
training set. From the training set, we generated a PWM
based on templates whose P90 was in the lowest 30% of
the P90 value range. A second PWM was generated using
templates in the training set whose Diff was in the highest
40% of the Diff value range. These two PWMs were then
applied to calculate scores for all template sequences
within the training set. Further details of this method
are provided in the Supplementary Methods section of
Supplementary Data. Using a support vector machine
(SVM) algorithm (49) with sequential minimal optimization, we obtained a linear classification boundary in the
two-dimensional space of P90 and Diff scores that
optimally separates the two classes. The two PWMs
were then applied to the template sequences in the test
set to calculate their P90 and Diff scores. Based on these
scores and the classification boundary, the test set
sequences were classified as either Class I or Class II.
This procedure was performed 10 times, each time using
a different 10th part of the total data set as test set. The
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Tris–HCl pH 7.9, 15 mM ammonium sulfate, 30 mM
KCl, 0.005% Triton X-100, and 50 nM EXPAR
template oligonucleotide. Positive trigger-containing reactions included 1 pM trigger oligonucleotide, which was left
out of the No Trigger Control (NTC) reactions. The
EXPAR mastermix and template/trigger dilutions were
prepared manually. We then used a Beckman Coulter
Biomek FX Liquid Handling System to combine the
EXPAR mastermix with the template only or
template-trigger mixes, and to transfer the final reaction
mixture into a 96-well PCR plate, with random distribution to mitigate confounding effects. All reaction components were kept on cold blocks during the manual and
automated steps of reaction setup. The final plate was
then heated at a constant temperature of 55! C for
50 min inside a Bio-Rad Opticon real time thermocycler,
and the fluorescence was monitored using 488 nm excitation. For each template sequence, we acquired six replicates respectively for the positive and negative reactions,
with two sets of three replicates acquired in separate experiments performed on two different days. For some templates with ambiguous data, three additional replicates
were acquired in a third experiment.
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entire procedure was repeated using a shuffled data set, in
which the 204 sequences were randomly assigned one of
the 204 performance metrics (P90 and Diff values).
Naı̈ve Bayes classification approach

·

Combined computational tool
We have combined the methods for EXPAR template
performance prediction based on thermodynamic and
sequence-related criteria into a python tool with graphical
user interface, called EXPAR Template Sequence analysis
tool (ETSeq), which can be downloaded from https://
github.com/expartools/ETSeq/wiki. This tool requires as

input a set of user defined EXPAR template sequences to
be analyzed. The program UNAFold (48) is used to
predict parameters related to template trigger binding
and template self-hybridization. ETSeq allows users to
change thermodynamic selection criteria from the default
values if needed. The tool performs sequence dependence
classification using both the PWM and Naive Bayes
approaches. For the PWM approach, we have used all
204 Class I and Class II templates to generate PWMs
for P90 and Diff, and one SVM-based boundary line for
classification. The PWMs and boundary line were then
embedded in the tool. All submitted sequences that
according to their calculated P90 and Diff scores fall
below the boundary line are predicted to be Class I (well
performing). All other sequences are categorized as
Class II (poorly performing). For the Naı̈ve Bayes
approach, we provided the model with selected significant
position motifs identified in this study. All 204 Class I and
Class II templates were then used to generate one Naı̈ve
Bayes prediction model using a module from the
python-based software suite Orange (http://orange
.biolab.si) (53). We used the Orange module since the
WEKA tool could not be readily incorporated into this
program. For each submitted sequence, if the calculated
probability for the sequence to belong to Class I is higher
than the probability to belong to Class II, then that
sequence is predicted to be Class I, and vice versa. The
tool generates an output excel file containing one sheet for
just the sequences predicted to be well-performing based
on both sequence dependence prediction methods, one
sheet containing all sequences that have passed the
thermodynamic selection criteria, and a third sheet containing all submitted sequences. Each sheet lists the predicted trigger-template TM, template–template TM, the
predicted number of bonds for template selfhybridization, the P90 score, Diff score, and the classification results for the PWM and Naı̈ve Bayes methods.
Performance verification of the computational tool
Using the program ETSeq, we analyzed 100 000 newly
designed EXPAR template sequences, wherein the
variable positions 1–14 (Figure 2) were randomly
populated with A, T, C and G with equal probability.
Based on the previously discussed thermodynamic selection criteria, 45 134 sequences were excluded. The remaining sequences were then classified as ‘well performing’ or
‘poorly performing’, using both the PWM and Naı̈ve
Bayes approaches. We selected 23 sequences classified as
well performing and seven sequences classified as poorly
performing by both methods. These 30 sequences were
then experimentally characterized as described under
EXPAR performance screening, and under data analysis
and classification.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There is significant variability in the performance for
different EXPAR templates. Well-performing template
sequences (Figure 3A) typically show amplification of
the 1 pM containing positive reaction in less than
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In order to predict EXPAR template performance using
the Naı̈ve Bayes machine learning approach, we generated
a position motif count matrix based on sequence motifs
present in the 204 Class I and Class II EXPAR templates.
As before, Class III templates were excluded from
the analysis. Position motifs represent subsequences
composed of all possible combinations of the four bases,
up to four nucleotides long, starting at defined positions
within the EXPAR template. For example, motif ‘ATG-7’
represents the 3mer subsequence ‘ATG’ starting at the 7th
base pair of the templates. Since the trigger complement
sequence in positions 1–10 is repeated in positions 21–30,
and since positions 15–20 are conserved, only motifs
starting in positions 1–14 are truly unique. Motifs up to
four bases in length starting at positions 15–17 fall entirely
within the conserved sequence region, while certain motifs
starting at positions 18–20 are correlated with and occur
at the same frequency as 1–3mer motifs starting at
position 1; therefore, they encode no additional
information.
Out of the 4760 possible position motifs
[14 (4+42+43+44) = 4760], we only considered in our
analysis the 957 motifs that occurred at least three times
in the entire data set. To capture which motifs occur in
which template, we generated the motif count matrix
A(i,j), where i is the template index (1 < i < 204), and
j is the motif index (1 < j < 957). If template i contains
the position motif j, then A(i,j) = 1, otherwise A(i,j) = 0.
This motif count matrix was used as input for the machine
learning procedure, which was executed using the open
source software suite WEKA (50). Just as for the PWM
approach, we used a 10-fold cross-validation approach,
wherein the whole data set of 204 sequences was
randomly partitioned into 10 subsets. Each subset was
used as test set once, while the other nine subsets were
used as training data set. In the training process, important features were selected from the training set using
RELIEF attribute evaluation (51). Then, Naı̈ve Bayes
machine learning (52) was applied to obtain classifiers
for the selected features. The features and classifiers
were then used to predict which sequences within the
test set fall into Class I versus Class II. This procedure
was performed 10 times, each time using a different tenth
part of the total data set as test set. The entire procedure
was repeated using a shuffled data set, in which the
204 sequences were randomly assigned one of the 204
performance metrics (P90 and Diff values).
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In order to investigate the cause of this variability, we
experimentally characterized the performance of 384
EXPAR template sequences (Supplementary Table S1),
each 30 nucleotides long (Figure 2), consisting of a
10-base trigger complement region at the 30 and 50 ends,
separated by the five-base reverse complement of the
nicking enzyme recognition site and four-base spacer. In
EXPAR with real time SYBR based detection (Figures 3
and 4A), activation of the amplification template is
monitored. The sigmoidal curve signifies conversion
from single-stranded to partially or fully double-stranded
templates (Figure 1, template forms D, N and T). Once all
template oligonucleotides have become activated, amplification occurs at maximum efficiency, yet the curve reaches
a final plateau. Conversely, at the bottom of the sigmoidal
curve, amplification has just started and very little trigger
is present. In contrast, in real-time PCR using SYBR
detection, the increase in double-stranded amplicon
concentration is monitored.
To characterize efficient amplification, we used the time
at which the amplification curve reaches 90% of the final
plateau, labeled P90 for the positive and N90 for the
negative reaction (Figure 4A). In order to characterize

RFI

Template performance characterization

the initiation of an amplification reaction, we used the
time at which the amplification curve reaches 10% of
the final plateau, labeled P10 for the positive and N10
for the negative reactions. These values were derived
from a normalized sigmoidal curve obtained from the experimental real-time data via non-linear least squares
curve fitting. In most cases, we obtained excellent agreement between experimental and fitted data. The
normalized residuals between the experimental and fitted
data shown in Figure 4A were 0.03 and 0.04 for the
positive and negative curves, respectively. For 95% of
our data, curve fitting resulted in normalized residual
less than 0.16. Curves that did not amplify, amplified
late, or were non-sigmoidal (Supplementary Figure
S1A–C) were characterized as ‘unfitable’ and were
omitted from further analysis. Curves that amplified to
nearly the final plateau or that did not exhibit a flat
plateau (Supplementary Figure S1, D and E) were considered partially ‘fitable’, and only the N10 of these curves
was considered reliable enough for further analysis. For
positive reactions, the time of efficient amplification (P90)
is the most important criterion, whereas for the negative
reactions, the start of amplification (N10) is more significant. An important performance parameter in EXPAR is
the temporal separation between positive, specific and
negative, non-specific amplification, characterized as
Diff, the time difference between P90 and N10

19
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23

25

P90 [min]

0

20

40

time [min]

Figure 3. EXPAR amplification curves with real time fluorescence
monitoring. (A) Example of a good performer (sequence # 356) with
significant separation between sample containing 1 pM trigger (positive
(P): blue solid line) and no trigger (negative (N): red dashed line).
(B) Example of a poor performer (sequence # 85) with negligible
separation between P (blue solid line) and N (red dashed line).
Template sequences corresponding to these sequence numbers are
listed in Supplementary Table S1.

Figure 4. Data evaluation of real time amplification curves.
(A) Example amplification curves for template sequence # 356
(positive (P): blue solid line, negative (N): red dashed line, fitted sigmoidal curves: dotted), with lines for P10, P90, N10, and N90
indicating the times at which the normalized sigmoidal curves for the
positive and negative reactions reach 10 and 90% of the final plateau.
The difference in time between P90 and N10 is indicated as Diff.
(B) Means and standard errors for P90 and Diff obtained for
template sequence #356. Values for three replicates from plate 1
(square), three replicates from plate 2 (diamond), and six replicates
overall (triangle). The template sequence corresponding to sequence
#356 is listed in Supplementary Table S1.
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25 min, along with significant temporal separation
between the positive reaction (P) containing 1 pM
trigger, and the negative reaction (N) containing no
trigger. Poorly performing template sequences (Figure
3B) show slow amplification of the 1 pM containing
positive reaction, and/or no significant temporal separation between the positive reaction (P) and the negative
reaction (N). The amplification kinetics of positive, trigger
containing reactions vary significantly even among
sequences with similar hybridization thermodynamics
(Supplementary Figure S3). Based on previous studies
(47), non-specific background amplification in EXPAR
is not primarily caused by oligonucleotide contamination
or ‘primer-dimer’ type extension, but may involve interactions between the polymerase and single-stranded
EXPAR template sequence.
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Template sequence performance prediction
We categorized as well-performing Class I templates a set
of 102 template sequences that amplify rapidly with good
separation between specific and non-specific amplification
(Figure 5A). We categorized as poorly performing Class II
templates a set of 102 template sequences that amplify
slowly and have minimal or no separation between
specific and non-specific amplification. Some templates
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Figure 5. Results of data analysis and classification: mean values and
standard errors of (A) Diff plotted versus P90 and (B) N10 plotted
versus P90 for 307 template sequences that were classified into 102
Class I templates (good performers, blue diamond), 102 Class II templates (poor performers, red circle) and 103 Class III templates (intermediate performance, orange triangle).

with P90 larger than $20 min were still considered to be
good performers as long as the Diff is large, since it is
possible to accelerate the amplification by changing the
reaction conditions. Some templates with P90 smaller
than $20 min but very negative Diff were still considered
to be poor performers, due to early onset of non-specific
amplification. The remaining templates with intermediate
performance are categorized as Class III. This Class
includes templates that amplified rapidly but had no separation between specific and non-specific amplification,
and templates that amplified slowly, but had good
temporal separation between specific and non-specific
amplification. To develop computational tools that can
predict the performance of EXPAR template sequences
and identify relevant motifs, we only considered the
combined set of 204 Class I and Class II sequences.
We excluded the Class III sequences with intermediate
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(Diff = N10 # P90). A plot of Diff versus P90 provides a
suitable graphical representation of a template’s performance. For each template sequence, we acquired two sets of
three replicates in separate experiments performed on two
different days. As anticipated, the intra-assay variability
was smaller than the inter-assay variability (Figure 4B);
however, we used the mean values over all replicates of
each template for further evaluation.
Following the exclusion criteria described in the
‘Materials and methods’ section, we obtained suitable
data for 307 template sequences, which were used for
further analysis. The performance of these 307 template
sequences (Figure 5) varied significantly. In the graph of
Diff versus P90 (Figure 5A), well-performing templates
appear at low P90 and positive Diff values, while poorly
performing templates appear at high P90 and negative
Diff values. In poorly performing templates with
minimal or no separation between positive and negative
amplification curves, the Diff value can become negative,
since Diff measures the separation between P90 and N10,
not between the inflection points of the positive and
negative amplification reactions. For example, the
sequence shown in Figure 3B has a Diff of negative
13 min. Conversely, for template sequences that show
good temporal separation between specific and
non-specific amplification, Diff is smaller than the actual
separation between the inflection points of the positive
and negative curves. Using Diff for performance characterization also penalizes templates with shallow amplification kinetics. Figure 5A and B contains the same
information, but in a different graphical representation.
In the graph of N10 versus P90 (Figure 5B),
well-performing templates appear above the diagonal at
lower P90 values, while poorly performing templates
appear below the diagonal.
The observed variability in P90, Diff and N10 cannot
be adequately explained based on the thermodynamics
of template-trigger hybridization or template selfdimerization. We found that the template-trigger melting
temperature TM is the only parameter that shows any
appreciable correlation with P90, Diff and N10, and
even here the correlation is very low (Supplementary
Figure S3), meaning template sequences with the same
trigger-template TM vary considerably in performance.
Templates with a template-trigger TM < 40! C tend to
amplify slower and have more negative Diff values, and
for future assay design we have therefore increased the
lower TM cutoff from 35! C to 40! C. However, many
well-performing templates also have a trigger-template
TM < 40! C, and TM overall is not a good predictor
of template performance.
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Figure 6. Procedure overview for EXPAR template classification using
(A) a PWM approach, and (B) a Naı̈ve Bayes classification method.
In each case, 90% of the total data set consisting of Class I and II
templates was used as training set to derive a model that was then
applied to classify the templates in the remaining 10% used as test
set. The process is repeated 10 times, each time using a different part
of the total data set as test set.

presented in the following sections capture the aggregate
performance of all 10 cycles.
PWM with SVM classification
Using the PWM approach, we scored the sequences
based on two separate performance criteria: speed of
amplification (P90) and separation between specific and
non-specific amplification (Diff). Of all possible models
based on combinations of PWMs derived from sequences
with low versus high P90 and large positive versus large
negative Diff, the best predictive power was obtained from
the two PWMs that captured low P90 and large positive
Diff, i.e. features present in templates with fast amplification and good separation between specific and non-specific
amplification. Using these two PWMs, we obtained scores
for all sequences in the training set (Figure 6A), and from
these scores, we derived a linear classification boundary
via a SVM algorithm (49) that optimally separates the
well-performing templates from the poorly performing
templates. We then applied the PWMs and classification
boundary derived from the training set to categorize the
test set sequences into either Class I or Class II. To check
the predictive power of this approach, we also ran the
same procedure using the set of 204 templates with
shuffled values for P90 and Diff. If the real data set
contains no information correlating template sequence
with template performance, then the predictive power of
the Classifier model derived from the real and shuffled
data should be very similar. Note that a machine
learning approach can classify even random data, as any
finite data set will contain structure that can be used for
discrimination. Thus, the baseline expectation for classification performance on shuffled data is not the unbiased
expectation (50%). Rather, classification performance on
shuffled data provides the baseline to determine whether
classification on the real data set captures functional as
opposed to random characteristics.
The classification performance using the PWM
approach for real versus shuffled data is illustrated in
Figure 7 and summarized in Table 1. Using the real
data, Class I and II sequences are clearly segregated
based on their PWM score, and the classification
boundaries for the 10 iterations as part of cross-validation
are very similar (Figure 7A). The respective PWMs for
different iterations are also very similar, which supports
the hypothesis that the results are largely independent of
which part of the data was selected as test set versus
training set. With the real data, 67.7% of the
well-performing Class I templates were correctly classified
as Class I (67.7% sensitivity), and 80.4% of the poorly
performing Class II templates were correctly classified as
Class II (80.4% specificity). Based on a Fisher’s exact test,
this classification is significant at a level P = 4.4 " 10#12
when compared to the null hypothesis of unbiased classification (50%). The method had a positive predictive value
(PPV) of 78%, defined as the percentage ratio of correctly
predicted Class I versus all predicted Class I sequences.
The negative predictive value (NPV) was 78%, defined as
the percentage ratio of correctly predicted Class II to all
predicted Class II sequences. With the shuffled data,
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performance while training the model, since these
sequences likely combine characteristics of Class I and II
sequences, cannot be categorized in a clear and experimentally meaningful manner, and may mask otherwise
observable effects.
In order to predict the performance of EXPAR templates based on their sequence, we used two different
computational methods: a PWM approach and Naı̈ve
Bayes machine learning (Figure 6).
We used the test set, which was never used during the
training period, to measure the performance of each
classifier method. The model performance therefore
should reflect the performance of each classifier method
when applied to new sequences. The procedure was
repeated 10 times, each time using a different part as
test set. Through this cross-validation approach, we can
determine if results are dependent on which sequences
were selected as test versus training set. Each sequence
within the set of 204 Class I and Class II sequences was
classified in this process. However, a slightly different
model was obtained and applied for scoring during each
of the 10 cycles during cross-validation, and the results
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using real versus shuffled data supports the conclusion
that the PWM approach was able to capture specific
information linking the performance of an EXPAR
template to its sequence.
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Figure 7. Categorization of Class I templates (good performers, blue
diamond), and Class II templates (poor performers, red circle) using the
PWM approach. Plot of PWM scores for Diff and P90 obtained for all
test set sequences after 10 iterations based on (A) real data, and (B)
shuffled data, along with the classification boundaries (black lines)
derived in each cycle. Lower scores signify closer similarity with the
characteristics on which the PWMs are based (in this case, low P90 and
large positive Diff), therefore Class I templates appear in the bottom
left, and Class II templates appear in the top right of the graph.

Table 1. Confusion matrix using a PWM based classification
approach
Actual
Class I

Actual
Class II

Real data
Predicted Class I
Predicted Class II

89
115

102
69
33

102
20
82

Shuffled data
Predicted Class I
Predicted Class II

100
104

102
59
43

102
41
61

Class I: well-performing templates. Class II: poorly performing
templates. Values represent the number of template sequences in
each set.

a significantly lower proportion of templates were
correctly classified (Table 1). The association is still
significant (P = 0.0172, Fisher’s exact test), which
implies that the PWM approach is able to extract
signatures even of random data, but the significance is
10 orders of magnitude less than for the real data. As
shown in Figure 7B, Class I and II sequences are not
well-segregated using shuffled data based on their PWM
scores for P90 and Diff. In addition, the scores across all
templates are more similar for shuffled than for real data,
and the classification boundaries for shuffled data are
randomly orientated. The difference in results obtained
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The Naı̈ve Bayes machine learning approach requires as
input a training set of categorized sequences, in contrast to
the PWM approach that required scoring by P90 and Diff
as separate parameters. In addition, machine learning
methods can analyze the significance of multi-base
sequence motifs. In our case, we developed a model that
captures the occurrence of sequence motifs up to four
bases long at specified positions within the EXPAR
template. We limited the analysis to motifs no longer
than four bases, since the probability of longer motifs
occurring at sufficiently high frequency in our data set
was too low. Less than one-quarter of the theoretically
possible 4760 position-motifs up to four bases long
occurred at least three times in our data set and was considered in the analysis. To capture all possible position
motifs up to four bases long would require us to experimentally characterize more than 1000 template sequences,
which although desirable is expensive and laborious.
Therefore, with our currently limited data, this approach
cannot fully characterize the template’s sequencedependent performance, but we anticipate that the
model can be refined in the future by incorporating
additional sequence data into the data set.
For the machine learning approach, we first applied
a feature selection method to identify significant position
motifs that are over-represented in either Class I or Class
II template sequences, and to determine the relative
weights of these motifs. We then used a classifier
method to derive a model that can categorize templates
as Class I and II based on these significant position motifs.
We tested many possible combinations of feature selection
and classifier methods available within the Weka program
suite (50). Best results were obtained by using feature
selection through RELIEF attribute evaluation, coupled
with Naı̈ve Bayes classification. Which feature selection
and classifier method works best in any particular application of machine learning depends on the topography of
the search landscape intrinsic to the data set. Although
some guiding principles exist, selecting the most appropriate feature selection and classification method is mainly
empirical. Again, the same process was performed using
shuffled values for P90 and Diff to test the predictive
power of the model.
The classification performance using the machine
learning approach for real versus shuffled data is
illustrated in Figure 8 and summarized in Table 2. Using
the real data, 70.6% of the well-performing Class I
templates were correctly classified as Class I (70.6% sensitivity), and 77.5% of the poorly performing Class II
templates were correctly classified as Class II (77.5% specificity). The Naı̈ve Bayes method performed reasonably
well despite the limited data set. This classification is
significant at the level P = 6 " 10#12 (Fisher’s exact test),
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thus the predictive power of this approach was similar to
that of the PWM method, with a slightly higher sensitivity,
and a slightly lower specificity. The method had a PPV of
76% and an NPV of 72%. This implies that the detected
features are robust and have clear predictive value regardless of the specific classification method used. Again, significantly fewer templates were correctly classified when
using shuffled data (Figure 8B, Table 2), consistent with
the null hypothesis of unbiased classification (P = 0.89
Fisher’s exact test). This finding validates that the site
specific motifs are meaningful and are linked to the
EXPAR templates’ performance in a functional manner.
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Figure 8. EXPAR template performance predicted using the Naı̈ve
Bayes machine learning approach. Plot of experimentally determined
P90 versus Diff values for Class I and Class II templates, with color
coding to indicate the predicted classification into Class I templates
(good performers, blue diamond), and Class II templates (poor performers, red circles) for all test-set sequences after 10 iterations based
on (A) real data, and (B) shuffled data.

We have combined these different methods into one computational tool called ETSeq, which is open to the public
and can be downloaded at https://github.com/expartools/
ETSeq/wiki, to facilitate EXPAR template selection for
new assay design based on thermodynamic and sequence
dependence criteria. For a set of given input sequences,
this tool determines thermodynamic parameters related to
template-trigger binding and template self-hybridization,
analyzes the sequences using the PWM and Naı̈ve Bayes
approaches, and generates a list of templates considered to
be ‘well performing’ or ‘poorly performing’ by both
methods, while template sequences with discordant classification are considered to be ambiguous.
We have applied this tool back to the full training set of
204 Class I and II sequences, and also to the 103 Class III
template sequences with intermediate performance that
were omitted in training the model (Table 3). Of the 102
well-performing Class I sequences, 81.4% were predicted
to be Class I by both methods, 10.8% were predicted to be
Class II, and 7.8% had discrepant classification results for
the two methods, and were therefore considered ambiguous. The sensitivity for this combined tool therefore
appears to be higher, with the caveat that the tool was
used on its training set without cross validation. Of the
102 poorly performing Class II sequences, 75.5% were
predicted to be Class II by both methods, 4.5% were
predicted to be Class I, and 19.6% were ambiguous. The
specificity for this combined tool therefore is slightly lower
than for each individual method, possibly due to the larger
percentage of sequences that gave ambiguous results.
Out of the 103 Class III templates with intermediate
performance, approximately 40% each were classified as
either Class I or Class II, and the rest gave ambiguous
results. As expected, the models cannot readily classify
templates with intermediate performance, which likely
have a mixture of features found in well and poorly performing template sequences. However, Class III sequences
predicted to be Class I tend to be closer to the boundary
between the Class III and Class I regions, while Class III
sequences predicted to be Class II tend to be closer to the
boundary between the Class III and Class II regions.
In practice, this tool would be used to narrow down a
list of possible EXPAR template sequences for a given
application to a set of templates that are likely to
perform well, which would then be characterized

Table 2. Confusion matrix using Naı̈ve Bayes machine learning
classification

Real data
Predicted Class I
Predicted Class II
Shuffled data
Predicted Class I
Predicted Class II

Actual
Class I

Actual
Class II

95
109

102
72
30

102
23
79

108
96

102
55
47

102
53
49

Class I: well-performing templates. Class II: poorly performing
templates. Values represent the number of template sequences in
each set.

Table 3. Confusion matrix for the combined computational tool
applied to the original data set

Predicted Class I
Ambiguous
Predicted Class II

128
50
129

Actual
Class I

Actual
Class III

Actual
Class II

102
83
8
11

103
40
22
41

102
5
20
77

Class I: well-performing templates. Class II: poorly performing
templates. Class III: templates with intermediate performance. Values
represent the number of template sequences in each set.
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Table 4. Confusion matrix for the combined computational tool
applied to a new set of sequences

Predicted Class I
Predicted Class II

23
7

Actual
Class I

Actual
Class III

Actual
Class II

12
12
0

9
8
1

9
3
6

Class I: well-performing templates; Class II: poorly performing
templates; Class III: templates with intermediate performance. Values
represent the number of template sequences in each set.

preparation) that designs EXPAR templates to identify
specific pathogens through the fingerprinting–two-stage
EXPAR reaction (12). However, using only standard
thermodynamic exclusion criteria for template design, we
obtain many more possible EXPAR templates for
conserved and non-cross reactive fingerprinting sites
than can be experimentally screened. Using this tool, we
can significantly narrow down the list of template sequences to be tested experimentally. Assay development
therefore becomes more systematic and efficient even if the
predictive power of the model is not 100%.
Given the limitations of our current data set, it is unreasonable to expect the current computational tool to
perfectly classify well and poorly performing templates.
For example, for the Naı̈ve Bayes approach, less than
one-quarter of the theoretically possible 4760
position-motifs were present with enough replicates in
the data. To improve the predictive power of this computational tool, we will continue to experimentally characterize more sequences so we can re-train the model on a
larger data set, thereby improving the classification
accuracy. Such improvements will be made available to
the public through continual upgrades to ETSeq.
Sequence motif analysis
In addition to facilitating assay design, another motivation for this study was to better understand which
sequence motifs give rise to efficient specific EXPAR amplification in the presence of trigger, and which motifs
facilitate non-specific background amplification. Using
the PWM approach, we have determined positiondependent nucleotide frequency maps (54,55) for
templates that exhibit fast versus slow amplification
(Figure 9A and C) and for templates with good versus
poor separation between specific and non-specific amplification (Figure 9B and D). We further calculated the
entropy (randomness) (56) of each variable position
within Class I templates only, Class II templates only,
and Class I and II templates combined (Figure 9E).
Using the Naı̈ve Bayes machine learning approach, we
have identified significant position motifs related to the
characteristics of well-performing Class I templates
(Figure 10A) that represent rapid amplification and
good separation between specific and non-specific amplification, and significant position motifs related to poorly
performing Class II templates (Figure 10B), which represent slow amplification and poor separation between
specific and non-specific amplification, i.e. relatively
facile non-specific amplification. Some specific positions
within the template appear to be more informative than
others (Figures 9E, 10C and D). Positions 7–10, which are
repeated in positions 27–30, contain the most information,
with some variability based on the parameter evaluated
and approach used, with smaller contributions by
other positions in the template.
Within the top 25 significant position motifs identified
using the Naı̈ve Bayes method (Figure 10; Table 5),
well-performing templates have an over-representation
of cytidine (C) and to some degree thymidine (T), while
G and A are significantly under-represented. In contrast,
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experimentally. To test the value of our tool for such a
scenario, we have experimentally characterized a small set
of 30 EXPAR template sequences, of which 23 were predicted to be ‘well performing’ and seven were predicted to
be ‘poorly performing’ by both methods. Due to cost and
time reasons, we limited the size of this follow-on study to
only 30 sequences, and we are aware that such a small
study only provides rough preliminary performance estimates with large confidence intervals. Based on experimental performances, these 30 sequences were classified
into Class I (‘well performing’), Class II (‘poor performing’) or Class III (‘intermediate performance’), as shown
in Table 4, using the same criteria as for the 307 template
sequences studied earlier.
Out of the actual Class I (‘well performing’) sequences,
100% were correctly predicted to be Class I, while out of
the actual Class II (‘poorly performing’) sequences, 67%
were correctly predicted to be Class II. Of the 23 templates
predicted to be Class I (‘well performing’), 12 were indeed
class I templates, eight were Class III templates with
intermediate performance, and only three were in the
poorly performing Class II. Most of the templates with
intermediate performance had acceptable Diff values,
but amplified slower than our P90 cut-off. Although not
optimal, these templates would still be acceptable in many
cases. The PPV of the computational tool is therefore
$52% for predicting well-performing templates, and
$88% for predicting templates with good and intermediate performance, as opposed to $33 and $66% expected
for randomly selected sequences, respectively. In training
the model, we set the classification boundaries such that
$33% each out of the 307 sequences used were considered
well-performing Class I templates, poorly performing
Class II templates, and intermediate Class III templates.
In the absence of a sequence based algorithm, one would
expect a similar distribution for a randomly picked set of
sequences. The tool can therefore enrich a set of predicted
Class I (‘well performing’) templates with templates that
have good and intermediate performance, while ruling out
poor performers. Out of the seven templates predicted to
be poorly performing, six were indeed in Class II, the
model therefore appears to have a promising NPV.
This computational tool has significant practical
value for new assay development, beyond the predictive
power using only standard thermodynamic approaches.
For example, we have recently developed another computational tool (Klaue, Qian et al. manuscript in
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Figure 9. Position-dependent nucleotide frequency maps (sequence
logos) (A) low P90 (fast amplification) (B) large positive Diff (good
temporal separation between specific and non-specific amplification)
(C) high P90 (slow amplification), and (D) large negative Diff (poor
temporal separation between specific and non-specific amplification).
A–D were generated by an online graphical sequence representation
tool (54,55) using the template sequences which were used to
generate PWM. At each position, the size of the overall stack indicates
the conservation of that position, while the size of each symbol represents the frequency of that nucleic acid at that position. (E) Shannon
entropy (56) for each variable position in Class I templates (blue
dashed line), Class II templates (red dotted line) and Class I and
Class II combined (orange solid line).

in poorly performing Class II templates A and G are
significantly over-represented within the top 25 motifs,
while C and T are significantly under-represented. A
similar trend can be observed for the nucleotide composition of all variable positions within all Class I and Class II
templates, but the effect is much more pronounced within
the significant position motifs. For well-performing Class
I templates, the GC content is 63% within the top 25
motifs and 55% within all variable positions. For poorly
performing Class II templates, the GC content is 45%
within the top 25 motifs and 50% within all variable positions. The GC content of the overall template
sequences only weakly correlates with the template performance metrics P90, Diff and N10 (Supplementary
Figure S3). In predicting template performance, the type
of base and the specific position of the base appear to be
more significant than overall GC content.
The Naı̈ve Bayes machine learning approach further
identified several significant multi-base motifs, some of
which occur multiple times in several positions within
the template. For example, the top 25 motifs for Class I
include CC three times. The top 25 motifs for Class II
include AG five times, and GA three times. The
single-base position motif A appears six times at different
positions, yet the single-base position motif G occurs only
once. Therefore, G adjacent to A (i.e. GA or AG) appears
to be correlated with poor template performance, rather

than a single G by itself. Some shorter motifs further
overlap and/or are contained within longer motifs, such
as CC-8, CT-9, and CCT-8 within the top 25 Class I
motifs. These results indicate that multi-base motifs are
important in understanding the performance characteristics of different EXPAR templates. Multi-base motifs
cannot be identified using the standard PWM approach
as implemented here.
We have considered the hypothesis that poor performance and non-specific background amplification is caused
by primer-dimer type template self-priming, since the most
significant positions 7–10, repeated in positions 27–30,
appear near the 30 end of the template. However, poorly
performing Class II templates do not have a higher
amount of 30 self-complementarity than well-performing
Class I templates. The template sequences used in this
study were selected to have a self-hybridization TM less
than 25! C, and thus are unlikely to interact efficiently at
55! C. In addition, poorly performing templates contain
GA rich motifs near the 30 end that do not readily hybridize with themselves, unlike GT-rich motifs that can
form wobble pairs. Motifs found in poorly performing
templates are not expected to self-dimerize more effectively than motifs found in well-performing templates.
Although primer-dimer type template self-priming
cannot be ruled out as a contributing factor, it is
unlikely to be the predominant cause of poor performance
and non-specific background amplification.
We previously observed that pre-incubating the polymerase with the EXPAR template significantly accelerates
non-specific background amplification (47). This and
other observations described in (47) led to the hypothesis
that non-specific background amplification observed in
EXPAR involves binding of the polymerase to the
single-stranded template, which is present at nanomolar
concentrations in the reaction. In contrast, we found
that the nicking enzyme is not critical for initiating
non-specific amplification (47), even though it is required
to propagate the reaction once initiated.
Interestingly, G and A, which are over-represented in
certain positions of poorly performing templates, are both
bicylic purine nucleotide bases that are larger and more
hydrophobic than the monocylic pyrimidine bases C and
T, which occur more frequently in well-performing
template sequences. Cytidine, which is significantly
over-represented in well-performing templates, has the
lowest hydrophobicity of all four nucleotides (28).
Furthermore, it has been shown that the affinity between
a DNA polymerase and homo-oligonucleotides increases
in the order d(pC)n < d(pT)n < d(pG)n & d(pA)n (28),
which suggests that the polymerase present in the
reaction may interact more strongly with certain regions
of the single-stranded template of poorly performing
sequences, compared to well-performing template
sequences.
We previously hypothesized that during non-specific
EXPAR background amplification, the polymerase
synthesizes DNA complementary to the single-stranded
template, but that this reaction is primed in an unconventional manner (47). Such templated but unprimed DNA
amplification may also occur in other isothermal DNA
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A
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D

Figure 10. Graphical representation of significant position motifs identified via Naı̈ve Bayes machine learning. The 25 highest-ranking position
motifs of (A) well-performing Class I templates and (B) poorly performing Class II templates. The font size for significant motifs shown in A and B is
correlated to each motif’s relative weight, i.e. relative importance. Sum of weights calculated for each variable position using the top 25 motifs
identified by RELIEF attribute evaluation within (C) well-performing Class I templates and (D) poorly performing Class II templates.

Table 5. Base composition of position sequence motifs and of all
variable positions by Class

Class I
Class II

Nucleotide

A (%)

G (%)

T (%)

C (%)

Top 25 motifs
Variable positions
Top 25 motifs
Variable positions

12
20
46
27

14
25
35
27

26
25
8
23

49
30
10
23

Class I (well-performing) templates; Class II (poorly performing
templates). Top 25 motifs: highest ranking sequence motifs identified
via Naı̈ve Bayes. Variable positions: positions 1–14 within the template
sequences.

amplification reactions, but unless this rare event leads to
efficient amplification it will go unnoticed. However, due
to the positive feedback loop present in EXPAR,
generating even small numbers of short DNA sequences
complementary to a template of general structure X0 rX0

can trigger the reaction, resulting in exponential amplification of trigger X. The precise mechanism of the priming
process is unclear, but could involve priming from
a single-dNTP bound within the post-insertion site of
the polymerase. Polymerases are known to interact specifically with the base present within the post-insertion site
that contains the recessed 30 hydroxyl group to which the
incoming nucleotide is added (27,57). It has been shown
that a single nucleotide can serve as a primer for DNA
extension by thermophilic polymerases, albeit with much
lower KM and vmax values than longer primers (25,58).
The higher affinity of the polymerase to certain GA rich
regions in the template might allow for a nucleotide bound
in the post-insertion site to be used as primer analog.
CONCLUSIONS
We systematically characterized the amplification performance of over 300 randomly designed EXPAR
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